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Abstract
We investigate the diffusivemagnetotransport properties of a two-dimensional electron gas residing
in awrinkled nanostructure. The curved geometry of the nanostructure renders an effective
inhomogeneousmagnetic fieldwhich, in turn, yieldsWeiss oscillations. Since the relative strength of
the effective inhomogeneousmagneticfield can be tailored by changing the direction of the externally
appliedmagnetic field, theseWeiss oscillations exhibit a strong directional dependence. For large
externalmagneticfields we alsofind an anisotropic positivemagnetoresistance.

1. Introduction

In very recent years, advanced nanostructuring techniques have enabled the synthesis of novel low-dimensional
nanostructures inwhich thinfilmmaterials can be bent into curved deformable objects such as rolled-up
nanotubes [1–3], nanohelices [4], and even complex nanoarchitectures resembling structures that form
naturally in themost basic forms of life [5]. On one hand, these next-generation nanomaterials carry an
enormous potential in electronics, ranging fromflexible displays to the integration of semiconductor electronics
with the soft, curvilinear surfaces of the human body [6, 7]. On the other hand, the very fundamental quantum
mechanical properties of charge carriers in these nanomaterials are strongly affected by the curved background
inwhich they live [8, 9]. The recent theoretical advances in defining the quantummechanics in constrained low-
dimensional curved geometries have indeed brought to light a series of unique curvature-induced electronic and
transport properties. Prime actors include the appearance of winding-generated bound states [10], a strongly
anisotropic ballisticmagnetoresistance (MR) in non-magnetic and spin–orbit-free semiconducting nanotubes
[11], signatures of snaking states in the transport properties of core–shell nanowires [12], peculiar Aharonov–
Bohmoscillations in prismatic core–shell nanowires [13], the geometric shape control of spin-interference
effects in quantum rings [14, 15], an all-geometrical driving of topological insulating states ofmatter in bent
nanowires [16], and even reversal of thermoelectric currents in tubular nanowires [17].

Among the different geometrically deformed nano-objects that are nowadays produced, rippled
nanostructures (seefigure 1(a)) undoubtedly play a primary role.Wrinkling of thin solidfilms can occur over a
wide range of length scales [18], and results from the presence of external strains. Controlled ripple texturing, for
instance, has been achieved in suspended graphene sheets using spontaneously generated or thermally generated
strains [19]. Another route involves the transfer of thin solidfilms onto pre-stressed elastometers in which
strains are suddenly released. Thismethod has enabled the fabrication of wrinkled silicon nanomembranes [20],
andmore recently ofmultilayer black phosphorous flakes with ripple textures [21]. Finally, controlledwrinkling
of a nanomembranewith an embedded InGaAs quantumwell has been also achieved by partial release and bond
back of layers upon underetching [22] .

From the theoretical point of view, the creation of ripples represents an avenue tomodulate electronic
properties on a local scale with the tremendous advantage that the system remains chemically pristine. Structural
ripples can result in added periodic potentials, which can inducemini band gaps and Shockley endmodes [23].
The aimof this paper is to show that themagnetotransport properties of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
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in rippled nanostructures naturally display the so-calledWeiss oscillations [24] occurring in conventional 2DEG
when subject to additional periodic electric ormagnetic field potentials [25]. This is because when subject to an
external homogeneousmagnetic field, electrons constrained to awrinkled structure experience an effective
periodicallymodulatedmagnetic field.More importantly, since the ratio between the effective homogeneous
and inhomogeneous component of themagnetic field can be tuned on demand by simply rotating the externally
applied homogeneousmagnetic field, wefind theWeiss oscillations to be strongly anisotropic, and consequently
appear also in the angular dependence of theMR.

2. Results and discussion

2.1.Quantum theory of a nanocorrugated electron gaswith an externalmagneticfield
To investigate the electronic properties of a gas of electrons constrained to a corrugated quasi-two-dimensional
nanomembrane, we start out by approximating the corresponding curved surface  with a sinusoidal shape
whose parametric equations in Euclidean coordinates read p l= º{ ( ) } { ( ) }x y x z x a x zr , , , cos 2 , , where a
represents themaximumwrinkle amplitude whileλ is its typical wavelength (see figure 1(a)). To proceed
further, we use that the effective two-dimensional Schrödinger equation regulating the quantummotion of
electronsmoving along the curved surface  can be derived using the so-called thin-wall quantization
procedure [26]: it treats the quantummotion on a generic curved surface as the limiting case of a quantum
particle in three-dimensional space subject to a strong confining force acting in the direction normal to  .
Because of the lateral confinement, quantum excitation energies in the normal direction becomemuch higher
than in the tangential direction.Henceforth, one can safely ignore the particlemotion in the direction normal to
the surface, and, on the basis of this, deduce the effective two-dimensional Schrödinger equation. This
procedure, which is themost rigorous and physically sound one for curved nanosystems embedded in the
ordinary Euclidean three-dimensional space, simplifies the problem considerably since the surface curvature is
eliminated from the Schrödinger equation at the expense of adding to it a potential, dubbed as quantum
geometric potential (QGP). TheQGP generally cause intriguing phenomena at the nanoscale, such as the
emergence of winding-generated bound state in spirally rolled-up nanotubes [10].Moreover, in strain-driven
nanostructures the nanoscale variation of strain induced by curvature yields an additional strain-induced
geometric potential (SGP) that is of the same functional formof theQGP, but (often strongly) boosting it [27].
With both theQGP and SGP taken into account, the effectiveHamiltonian for a nanocorrugated electron gas
takes a form,which, after employing the translational invariance along the ẑ direction and thereby separating
the two-dimensional wavefunction as yY = ´( ) ( )x z x, e k zi z , reads
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In the equation above, m is the electron effectivemass, = + ¶[ ( )]g y x1x x x,
2 is the only non-trivialmetric

tensor component of the curved surface  , whereas the functional formof the geometric potential is

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the surface of a wrinkled nanomembrane (top panel) and the corresponding cross section (bottompanel) . The
arrow indicates the externally applied homogeneousmagneticfieldwith its relative directionwith respect to the x̂ axis. (b)Behavior of
the homogeneous (B0) and inhomogeneous (B1) components of the effectivemagneticfield felt by the electrons as a function of the
angle θ for a nanocorrugated thinfilmwith l =a 0.1.
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The prefactor vR characterizing the strength of the geometric potential in equation (1)measures the
renormalization of theQGPdue to strain effects. It is therefore amaterial-dependent parameter, which can be
estimated to be vR=6 inGaAs heterostructures, and vR=600 in Si inversion layers assuming a 2 nm effective
thickness [28].

It has been recently shown that the thin-wall quantization procedure can be safely formulated even in the
presence of externally applied electric andmagnetic fields [29, 30], which allows the investigation of unique
curvature-induced effects on themagnetotransport properties of a 2DEG [11, 28].We therefore consider the
effect of an externally applied homogeneousmagnetic field, which is orthogonal to the translationally invariant
direction of the nanomembrane, and forms an angle θwith the x̂ direction (see figure 1(a)), i.e.

q q= { }BB cos , sin , 0 .We next fix the gauge inwhich the corresponding vector potential reads:
q= { ( )}AA 0, 0, z where q q q= -( ) ( )A B y xcos sinz . Since in this gauge the vector potential does not have a

finite component in the direction normal to the curved surface  , we can straightforwardly apply the framework
of [29, 30], thereby obtaining the effective two-dimensionalHamiltonian:
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TheHamiltonian in the equation above can be interpreted as the effective one-dimensional Hamiltonian
regulating the quantummotion of a particle constrained to a serpentine-shapedwaveguide in the presence of
both an attractive potential generated by the geometric curvature, and a kz-dependentmagnetic potential.
Although both these two potential should be treated on an equal footing, we note that for corrugated
nanomembranes with typical wavelengths of the order of a few hundreds of nanometers the geometric potential
can be safely disregarded for v 10R

0. This is because the Landaumagnetic length (» ( )B26 Tesla nm)
corresponding to an externalmagnetic field of a fewTeslas ismuch smaller than the corrugation period, thereby
implying that the amplitude of theQGP ismore than two orders ofmagnitude smaller than themagnetic
potential. In the remainder of this article, wewill consider a corrugated 2DEGs formed atGaAs-based
heterostructures where, asmentioned above, v 6R , and therefore the last term in equation (3) can be
neglected.

Tomake further progress, we rewrite the effectiveHamiltonian by introducing the arclength of the

sinusoidal profilemeasured from x=0, ò=s g xd
x

x x0 , [10], in terms of which equation (3) can be recast as
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In the equation above, we have used that in the shallow deformation limit l a 1, »s x.Most importantly,
equations (4), (5) correspond to theHamiltonian in the effectivemass approximation for a 2DEG subject to a
perpendicularmagneticfield
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For a given angle θ, the effective field in equation (6) has an homogeneous component of strength q=B B sin0 ,
as well as an inhomogenous component p l q= ( )B Ba2 cos1 . As a result, depending on the direction of the
externally applied homogeneousmagnetic field, the effective field felt by electrons constrained to the corrugated
nanomembrane changes frombeing purely homogeneous for q p= 2 to a zero-average periodicmagnetic field
for q = 0 (see figure 1(b)). In the next section, wewill analyze the classicalmagnetic trajectories [31] that are
thereby realized by rotating the externalmagnetic field.

2.2. Classical electron trajectories
Wefirst analyze the classical electron trajectories in a nanocorrugated 2DEG subject to an homogeneous
externalmagnetic field. Since, as demonstrated above, we can switch from the native curved system to a flat one
inwhich the effectivemagnetic field both possesses an homogenous and an inhomogeneous component, the
electron trajectories can be obtained, in perfect analogywith [32], by solving the classical equation ofmotion
 = - ´˙ ( )m e sv v B with ( )sB given in equation (6).When the inhomogeneous component vanishes, i.e.

assuming an externalmagnetic field that points along the ŷ axis (q p= 2) infigure 1(a), the classical
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trajectories simply corresponds to cyclotron orbits with a radius = ( )R m v eBcycl 0 that is inversely
proportional to themagnetic field strength (seefigures 2(a), (d)).

By rotating themagnetic field away from ŷ direction, the finite inhomogeneous component of the effective
magnetic field leads to two different types of characteristic electron orbits depending onwhether or not the
angle-dependentmean cyclotron radius  q=¯ ( )R m v eB sincycl 0 exceeds thewrinkle wavelengthλ. In theweak-
field regime, i.e. for l>R̄cycl , the inhomogeneous component of themagnetic field yields a drift of the electron
orbit center which is simply superimposed to the unperturbed cyclotronmotion due to the homogeneous part
of themagnetic field. In complete analogywith the situation encountered in a 2DEGwith an electrostatic
potential grating [33, 34], this guiding-center drift is oscillatory and can be neglected except when it resonates
with the periodic cyclotronmotion (see figure 2(b)). In the l<Rcycl regime, instead, the homogeneous
component of themagnetic field is strong enough to localize the electrons in different space regions of the
wrinkles.More specifically, close to the regionswhere the gradient of the effectivemagnetic field is zero, and thus
the local curvature of thewrinkle vanishes, the electronic trajectories formusual cyclotron orbits whose radius
depends on the localmagnetic field strength. Close to the valleys and crests of thewrinkles, instead, the gradient
of the effectivemagnetic field ismaximal and thus the cyclotron orbits acquire a strong drift along the ẑ and the
-ẑ direction respectively (seefigure 2(e)).

When the externally applied homogeneousmagnetic field points exactly towards the x̂ direction in
figure 1(a) the situation changes drastically. The homogeneous component of the effectivemagnetic field
identically vanishes and thus in theweak-field regime, the electron orbits corresponds to slightly perturbed
transverse orbits (see figure 2(c)). Cranking up the strength of themagnetic field to the regime inwhich the
characteristic cyclotron radius = ( )R m v eBcycl 1 is smaller than thewrinkle wavelength yields electronic orbits
strongly resembling the ones encountered for q p< 2 butwith the following caveat: since the effective
magnetic field averages to zero, the drifting cyclotron orbits offigure 2(e) are substituted by snake states with

Figure 2.Top panels: effectivemagneticfields felt by the electrons in a corrugated two-dimensional electron gas as obtained by
changing the direction of an externally appliedmagneticfield.Middle panels: in theweak-field regime the usual cyclotron orbits
obtained for amagneticfield direction q p= 2 (a) acquire a guiding-center drift which is reinforced under resonance condition (b).
For themagnetic field direction q = 0 the absence of an homogeneous component of the effectivemagneticfield yields instead
slightly perturbed transverse orbits (c). Bottompanels: in the strong-field regime small radii cyclotron orbits (d) can coexist with
drifting orbits (e) and snake states with reversed direction (f) localized at the crests and valleys of the wrinkles in the presence of an
inhomogeneous component of the effectivemagnetic field.
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opposite velocity similarly to the situation encountered in tubular nanostructures subject to a transversal
magnetic field [12, 35].

2.3. Angle-dependentWeiss oscillations
Having established the nature of the classical electron trajectories, we now analyze their impact on the
magnetotransport properties of a nanocorrugated 2DEG subject to an externally appliedmagneticfield. To do
so, wefirst solve themagnetic spectra by diagonalizing the effectiveHamiltonian equation (4)using as complete
basis the Landau levels states due to the homogeneous fieldB0 [36, 37]. Thereafter, we compute the dc
conductivity reading [38]


ò òås
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where =i j s z, , , xñ = ñ∣ ∣n k, z is an eigenstate with subband index n and longitudinalmomentum kz,A is the
area of the sample, vi is the group velocity operator, and fE is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function. In order to
explicitly take into account the impurity broadening effect on the conductivity, which is important at low
temperatures, we introduced an impurity broadening p= G + G( ) ( ) ( )P E E2 2 with a constant width

 tG = , τ being a constant relaxation time. Equation (7) explicitly accounts for both the diagonal and the non-
diagonal diffusion contributions to the dc conduction but disregards the collisional conductivity describing
transport through localized states due to impurity scattering. The latter, however, ismainly responsible for the
Shubnikov–deHaas oscillations [38], and gives only a subleading contribution for the occurrence of theWeiss
oscillations investigated in this study. Therefore, wewill only account for the diffusional part of the dc
conduction in our system.We emphasize that previous works on conventional 2DEG subject to additional
modulatedmagnetic fields have accounted only for the diagonal diffusion contribution to the dc conductance
[36, 37, 39]. This is a well justified assumption considering amagneticmodulationweak as compared to the
external homogeneousmagnetic field. In our case, instead, the off-diagonal contribution is essential in the small
θ regime, where the 2DEG is in a lateralmagnetic superlattice [40] perturbed by aweak homogeneous
magnetic field.

To obtain the conductivity tensor components from equation (7), we fix the temperature toT=3.66K, use
the relaxation time t = ´ -3.66 10 s11 [38], and introduce a cutoff in the subband index n=200, thereby
reaching an accuracywithin 1%. The resistivity tensor is thereafter found by inverting the conductivity tensor.
Figure 3 shows the ensuing behavior of theMR in the direction orthogonal to thewrinkles
r r r rD = = -^ ^( ) ( ) ( )B B0 0 1ss ss assuming the homogeneous externalmagnetic field forms an angle

q  30 with respect to the x̂ direction (see figure 1(a)). The presence of both an homogeneous and an
inhomogeneous component of the effectivemagnetic field felt by the electron gas leads, independent of the
carrier density, to the presence ofWeiss oscillations, which are the prime physical consequence of the guiding-
center drift resonance discussed above. TheseWeiss oscillations, however, are clearly visible formagnetic fields
smaller than a critical value µB nc with n the carrier density (see figure 3). In the >B Bc regime, indeed, we
observe a strong positive diffusiveMR (see the inset offigure 3), which is due to the fact that the inhomogeneous

Figure 3.Weiss oscillation in themagnetoresistance of a nanocorrugated two-dimensional electron gas subject to an homogenous
externalmagnetic field.We have considered the amplitude and period of the corrugations to be =a 25 nmand l = 250 nm
respectively. The direction of the externalmagnetic field forms an angle q  30 with the x̂ axis (see figure 1(a)). The
magnetoresistance is computed for three carrier densities corresponding to = ´n 0.5, 1, 2 1012 cm−2, which are denoted by
triangles, squares and disks, respectively.We also show the critical fields at which theWeiss oscillations are substituted by the onset of
a positivemagnetoresistance (see the inset). The schematic figure shows the direction of the current along thewrinkled nanostructure.
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component of the effectivemagnetic field is comparable inmagnitude to the homogeneous one.We point out
that this feature is unique of our system and is not generally realized in conventional 2DEGwith additional
ferromagnetic or superconducting strips where the characteristic strength of themodulatedmagnetic field is
much smaller than the homogeneous one [38].

The tunability of the ratio between the effective inhomogeneousmagnetic field strength and the
homogeneous one, as obtained by simply rotating the direction of the externalmagnetic field, also yields a strong
directional dependence of themagnetotransport properties. This is demonstrated infigures 4(a), (b)wherewe
show the angle dependence of theMR r r p r q r pD º -^ ^( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1ss ss . For very-weak fields (see
figure 4(a)), the directional dependence of theMRdisplaysWeiss oscillations, which result from the angle-
dependence of the effective field homogeneous component qB sin .Moreover, wefind that the longitudinalMR
for q = 0 and q p= 2, i.e. for an externalmagnetic field pointing along the x̂ and ŷ direction infigure 1(a), is
practically the same. This is a consequence of the fact that for these two particular directions the classical electron
trajectories correspond to the usual cyclotron and transverse orbits, which yield an equal diffusiveMR at the
classical level. In the strong-field regime instead, (see figure 4(b)), the occurrence ofWeiss oscillations in theMR
angle dependence is precluded by the onset of the strong positiveMRdiscussed above. However, we stillfind a
marked anisotropywith theMR that becomes very strongwhen the inhomogeneous component of the effective
magnetic field dominates over the homogeneous one, thereby suggesting a leading contribution due to the
appearance of snake states (seefigure 2).

2.4.Discussion
To conclude, we have shown that the geometry of a nanocorrugated 2DEG can be used to engineer an effective
periodically inhomogeneousmagnetic field coexisting with an homogeneous one by simply applying a constant
externalmagnetic field. As such, our proposed setup does not necessitate the usage of ferromagnetic or
superconducting strips as routinely done in conventional semiconducting heterostructures. The
magnetotransport properties of these patterned nanostructures have been extensively theoretically studied
[36, 37, 39] in the regime ofweakmagneticmodulations. The geometrical engineering ofmodulatedmagnetic
fields presented in this work, instead, can be conveniently used to access regimeswhere themodulatedmagnetic
field is comparable in strength to the homogeneous one. Such a regime can be also realized in conventional flat
nanostructures usingmagnetic barriers. However, in the latter situation the step-like character of themagnetic
field inhomogeneity leads to localized charge densities [41], which are not expected to occur for the smooth
magnetic field profile realized in our setup. Finally our setup also allows tomimic a lateralmagnetic superlattice
[40, 42]perturbed by an homogeneousmagnetic fieldwith tunable strength (tilting themagneticfield towards
the ŷ direction infigure 1(a)). The quadratic positiveMRwefind in this situation (seefigure 4(a)) agrees with
experimental observations [43].We expect that the angular dependence of theWeiss oscillations at weak
magnetic field and the strong anisotropic positiveMR at strong externalfields predicted in our study can be not
only tested inwrinkled nanomembranes with embedded quantumwells as obtained by partial release and bond
back of layers by selective underetching [22], but also in two-dimensionalmaterials where ripples can be strain-
engineered by depositing atomic crystals on prestreched elastomeric substrates [21].

Figure 4.Angle dependence of themagnetoresistance r q r p -( ) ( )2 1ss ss in a nanocorrugated electron gas subject to an
homogeneous externalmagnetic fieldwith strengthB=0.4 T (a) andB=4 T (b) for three carrier densities corresponding to
= ´n 0.5, 1, 2 1012 cm−2.
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